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NEWSLETTER

Special Edition - Home Learning 4
Project Work!
EC has been exploring the Maya's through the subject of chocolate. She designed a chocolate sharing plate and a
ceramic mug using colours from Guatemalan textiles and Mayan designs.

By EC (Class 3B)

Lego!

Pentecost Kites

TL has been building
lots of Lego vehicles
like this ‘Rocket super
Ski’ with three boosters.
By TL (Willow Class)
By Year 1

Amazing Artwork!
JL has been busy drawing and painting!
By JL (Class 5B)

Art and Craft
LB (Class 1B) and LB
(Class 5G) have been
practicing their art
skills and this week
designed a beautiful
dragon all made with
recycled items from
our house.

Minotaur
Look what I found on
my doorstep! This is a
stag beetle called
Minotaur (in Greek
methodology it's a
mythical creature
with bull head and tail
and human body).
Called that because of
the horns on his thorax.
Most probably, he flew over from Richmond Park, as
these beetles love deer habitats. It measures almost 5
cm. I have released it back to nature. Farewell
Minotaur Stag Beetle!
By MS (Class 4B)
Writer and Musician!

playing

Enjoying writing his books,
piano and trumpet.

FP (Class 3G)
Young Fashion Designer
I have been trying new summer
dresses created for me by
nature. So
many colours
and patterns!
Yellow roses and poppy field are
my favourite. Go and try them
yourself!
By SS (Class3G)

Keeping Busy!
JS has been enjoying home baking and he has been doing his
drawings regularly as he enjoys art.

Growing your Own!
JN took some seeds from the school garden
before lockdown for a pea plant. They have
grown and started to sprout pea pods!

By JS (Class 6B)

Rainbow Parrots!
Me and my sister have been busy making these birds. First, we
painted, then we decorated, next we assembled and, finally, we
named them Rainbow parrots. These birds can be made flying
by pulling a string below.

By JN (Class 4B)

Newsletter Contributions
If you would like to contribute please
email newsletter@larshrc.org with your
submission.

By MS (Class 4B)
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